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present prominence. The same quick and keen Bi
susceptibility to the beautiful in every form; the 0
same warm, rich, and profound emotional nature;
the same inborn capacity for expression through -sf
music and literature; and these are the qualities ,/B
of older date and deeper root than his technical 0$
studies and professional development, which form
to-day the distinguishing characteristics of his
artistic personality. Even in youth, Mr. Perry M.
never viewed life as other than earnest and digni- B
fied. He never approached art in any other atti- <£
tude than that of the reverential devotee. He
never swerved from a native and unimpeachable
allegiance to romance, poetry, love, ideality, emotion. He is one of those rare and singular natures £
found in the front ranks of all professions in all
ages, of whom it is said, “They were never young,
and they will never grow old. The responsibilities
and the tragedies of life weighed upon them at
six; its beauties and its affections will support
them at sixty.”
Mr. Perry's recent articles on the “ Education
EDWARD BAXT
of the Blind,” in the Century Magazine, have
*
drawn public attention to the sightless as a class,
and excited much discussion as to the validity of his I view to study later in foreign pa
theories of independence for the blind, and their exem¬ ing in the several languages fur
plification in his own ease. It is well known that Mr. for the lectures which coalesce
Perry, though totally devoid of sight, entered as a boy into work.
Mr. Perry’s special musical
all the games and exercises of his companions—that he
would run, row, skate, swim, and ride horseback; and Boston, am. continned in Euro
that in later years he has not only fulfilled all the minor private instructors exclusively.
* duties of private and professional life, but spent several that he does not play by ear,
years alone in Germany in the further study of Ins art, all music, having it read aloud
traveling all over the Continent of Europe, and sirbe his everything at a first reading, ha
return makes annually concert tours, often of three ity by practice, and has never y
months duration;- throughout his own country, without false memorization of a single
many he stndied with the usua
traveling companion or need of one.
It is, however, though matter of interest to outsiders, -bis art, with Knllak, Pruckne
unfair to Mr. Perry,: to dwell upon blindness in any mann, and played in concert in
and otner
other leading
cities.
art, ana
leaamg cities,
review of his personal history or artistic career ; for he gart,
has labored strenuously and heroically to obliterate this Berlin, he gave, by special in
fact from his life and work, and with such success that late Emperor of Germany, an h
he has fully established himself as the only blind per¬ pianist has ever shared.
Mr. Perry’s playing has alw
former ever admitted by fellow musicians and music
critics to a leading place among the virtuosi of his day. main points, one physical, the
Mr. Perry was never known to advertise his blindness, tone and of interpretation.
though, as may easily be seen, the fact would often ada doubt to the circumstances w
to the size of his audiences ; and is seriously displeased with an over-sensitive ear. T
if the point is mentioned By any manager in advance ness and warmth of personal t
notices, or by any critic in reviewing his concerts. The have alluded. His special teo
one thing he has always urgently claimed from press enables him to present with per

f

Study musical history as if it were something better
than the- jhistory of chess. It is worth very little to be
able to mention the names of one thousand great musi¬
cians, with the dates of all the principal events of their
Jives, and a-catalogue of all their principal works. It
is not worth a brass button to know that Beethoven was
born in 1770, that he composed nine symphonies., that
the first was in C, etc., etc. Such knowledge might have
passed for something in other days, but it means nothing
in our day. History has been defined as “a record of
facts that throw light on human progress ; ” but such a
record must mark, and describe, and explain all change
and growth in human affairs. Sir John Hawkins’
“History of Music” is nothing more than a collection
• of materials for history. The same may be said of
many other volumes purporting to be historical'in char¬
acter. The history of music is the history of the progress
of the human mind, from the simple chants of the early
church fathers to the elaborate musical products of the
nineteenth century. It is a description of musical evo¬
lution. It has to do with all the influences, political,
social, educational and religious, that have acted as
forces in this wonderful growth. Great men do not
make epochs, epochs make great men.
No wonder Dr. Johnson despised history. In his
day it was only a record of dates and reports. To-day
it is a profound study. ' Onjy within recent times has it
attained the dignity of a science.

“ The plowman homeward wends his weaiy way,”
but the music teacher never “wends,” he is always in
tbe fielcL- Day and night he works. When he eats or
sleeps, nobody knows. The professor of Latin in a firstclass college thinks his task rather arduous if he. spends
four hours a day, five days of the week, in the class
room. But the -teacher of music is fortunate if he
doesn’t have to teach seven or eight hours.
Some of the most famous teachers in America teach
- eight hours,-six dayB in the week. Add to this the

gladly avoid him if possi
attract and not repel. He
refined and dignified, gentl
In other words, he must
urains. He must take it f
are at least respectably int
cising some degree of judg

Some one has been play
the last half hour. It was
but it carried us away in
plaintive were the melodies
wishing that some one cou
the pianist could acquire so
tone, that same sustained
the human voice. In n
differ more than in this. S
employing different degree
legato only a less decided
mediocre musician always
the disposition to produce
tion of it. This involves
ness. It might be well for
hi3 time playing the org
much more careful in leg
playing also partakes of t
ear can usually detect the
by this very characteristic q
ment of the sustaining pe
legato effect. It is bad en
creetly, but it is too much
Much has been said about
pedal. Certainlythere is n
but it is doubtful if any so
useful to the student whos
against the misuse of the p
a musical nature, and th
sciously employ the pedal
herent musicianship, no ru

off and the affected spot brightened. To let the rust
Bpread is equal to destroying one’s usefulness and happiness.
.
Good cheer keeps the teacher youthful thougli his hair
be sprinkled with gray. The faces of cheerful teachers
are pleasant to see and their voices are like music to the
ear. Such teachers _establish an .atmosphere of love,
around them, and little ones delight to dwell in it.
Their cheerfulness is an active force which works silently
but also surely.
Keep alive in your hearts the love for work, and above
all the love for your pupils. This leads to cheerfulness.
Keep away from evil and set yourself into communication with everything that is good, in your reading as
well as in your social intercourse. To love to do what
we are called upon to dp makes us as well as all- those
around us happy. To dislike duty makes ourselves, our
duty as well as those for whom and with whom we work,
unhappy. No one loves an unwilling and a grumbling
workman. Let us as teachers adapt ourselves to situations and to our surroundings in life, let us. strive to
overcome all difficulties in our professional fife as well
as our shortcomings of character. In other words, let
us be masters of the situation, let ns keep in good cheer,
especially in the face of difficulties, and we are sure to
do more good than by pursuing the opposite course,
Would you smile and be cheerful when you do not feel
like it, said a teacher to us. To be polite and cheerful
under all circumstances is not deception, it is simply selfcontrol. When the proper occasion arises we may also
become severe, but we should never be chronic grumblers
and complainers.' No teacher has a right to be gloomy
1 W .1. 5 J J?
i/I _ __
__ _
_ J*
and forbidding in the presence of his pupils.
* ^
Forget self, forget the daily, and petty annoyances and
give your wHolelieart to your work. Thus will you find in
it great blessings.. Cheerfulness will be to you as a rich
mine, in which you may find happiness and prosperity.
Cheer helps not only the teacher but also the pupil. It
helps him to overcome difficulties, it tempera corrections
it binds him to his instructor, it lessens all discouragements and fosters hopefulness. He who fails to cultivate
cheerfulness is liimply a foolish teacher.- Before going
to work read some sentences from good books, play some
good music, put your heart in tune, extract cheerfulness
from everything- around you. While at work watch
yourself, govern your emotions and direct your thoughts.
Do not pronounce your life barren of pretty and cheerful
things. If the sky itgcloudy, look on the ground and see
the beautiful flowers; the cheerful birds. But if the
snows of bitter winter cover the earth, raise flowers in
yonr home, beautify it Strive constantly to make cheer. ful yonr heart within you.

.fingers,
fingers, must be nearly level.
fingers must be carved under, bu
wrist level also, especially in pla
Don’
with your fingers
Don’tt play with
That is a natural position for a
not so desirable for a pianofo
fingers like so many little hamm
W5th the
the points.
points.
with
Don’t stiffen any of the muscl
It is impossible to play well wi
The pair of cords running down
_i? a!_ __• i._a_a ■
_A
8;de
the wrist must not protr
side of
you may be certain that the wris
Don’t constrain the hand. Pl
muscles.
muscles, The
ine wrist must be
De eas
Don’t bring the weight of the
to belp
strength of the fing
help thethe-strength
p]ay
withthe
Play with
the strength of the
mU8t
must fie
be loose and easy.
Don’t leave this to chance,
practice with exercises for obtai
octaves.,
octaves, if the student’s hand be

. ON
0N PRACTICING
practicing TECHNIC
technic

Don’t begin to practice with
the.hands
first. .Always
Always take the
hands se
united when each hand can exec
Don’t attack a
a' passage at to
| contrary, great deliberation is ne
note persecond,
per second, counting two to
rate of speed. This may be qu
the limit of clear execution is r
,1 • 1
1
__
_
_J»
that slow, very slow, practice is
IaW-a v\1owinnr
forte playing.
Don’t begin yoursfowpractme
touch. The fingers should be ra
?md the keys struck with crisp f
but without any feeling of heav
hearing heavily upon the hand.
Don’t imagine that this metho
practice. This is a gymnastic
strengthen the lifting and strikin
In rapid passages the fingers are
necessary for the clear enuncia
the wrist and hand be loose.
Don’t practice even finger ex
out accent or rhythm. Play ev
different rhythms, find with vary

OF PRACTICING STUDIE

Don’t begin yonr practice at

| the first reading sixteenth notes

our own. _ After this complete understanding, however,
the objective performer will strive to render tne piece as
nearly to the intention of the composer as is within his
powers, while the subjective player will reproduce it
according to his own conception.
It is often remarked that the playing of a subjective
artist is full of warmth, animation, inspiration and a
certain artistic abandon ; and that all these qualities are
lacking in the objective one. Hans von Billow is an
example of . the latter and Anton Rubinstein of the
former. This is not at all toe case, and any person with
toe necessary understanding of mnsic will not be left
cold.and indifferent at the wonderful, so-called objective
playing of Hans von Billow. He always gives ns a true
idea of the piece by following toe musical thought care¬
fully and by delineating it so as to bring out its fullest
meaning.
It seems that a subjective player often does not
take the required care to study and dwell upon the
details of a composition, and thus only gives his listeners
an outline instead of a true interpretation with all the
fine shades of thought.
Both classes of players will always find friends and
patrons; for ns teachers, however, it must be our aim to
produce scholars of the objective class.
We cannot be too strict in making our students observe
every_marl«if4nterpretation that the author of the com¬
position gives us.' We must be to them as the post is to
the little tree in the orchard. Not until they have gained
a good education, and until they can go out in their life’s
journey of study and "self improvement, must they be
allowed to follow their own inclination and fancies.

THE TEACHER’S EQUIPMENT.
The proper eqnipage of a teacher consists in intelli¬
gence and true gentlemanship-r-or true ladyship—a
thorough knowledge of the branches to be taught,
ethics, logic, philosophy, physiology, and hygiene of
both body and mind, a knowledge of the' methods of
the most successful teachers of ti e world, with a view
of gaining an acquaintance with pedagogics, the science
ana art of successful teaching,‘or the principles and rules
pertaining to the art of imparting knowledge to others.
He Bhonld know the advantages and environments of the
learner, to which he should add faith, hope, charity,
philanthropy, zeal, and prudence. The greatest of these
is prudence.. But Ishave purposely left out of the list .an
attribute which even prudence does not ontshine. It
is wisdom, that climax of the whole matter, toe artl

BY

H.

W.

NICH

VENERATION FOR OLD FORMS N

A writer recently took Mozar
tional accompaniments to toe ‘5
People that Walked in Darkness.
hesitate to say that Mozart had
doing this, and had actually destro
tion of the solo.
It appears that there will alw
opinion upon the advisability of ad
ments to old master works, althou
that if the composers of these ma
century later, they themselves wo
only in a different style, but have o
in a totally different manner from
There is the rub.
Altogether, however, there is
those who believe in leaving work
with, perhaps, the exception of
instrument by one in use, as nearl
It seems to be vitally importan
works should be preserved as writ
so that the progress of the Divine
ceived and accurately measured.
ments are of dubious value, exce
large festival performances. Gen
harm in writing out for the organ
given figured bass, because a near
poser's intentions is herein at l
add additional accompaniments (o
undertaking, and however admi
open to question. The reverent
where evident, yet the license mus
Although, perhaps, not so repr
much to be said against the mod
old and new songs in several
chooses a special key for S"specia
cisely what he desires to expre
appear that his intentions ought
so in this age, however, for a fav
flat is transposed for mezzo-sopra
flat, and for contralto or bass into
the whole idea of the compose
marred, or at least greatly wea
for nothing with the publisher,
commercial value of toe work in
seem ever opposed to each othe
have ever been the weakest, eve
greatest geniuses.

recently with a programme of a no
intensity.
4. Yes, if studied in a broad and scholarly way, in its tets by Mozart and Lobeck, and a
relation to the other fine arts and to all the arts and were played.
—
The principal feature of the Ger
sciences. Too often it is merely learning to play pretty,
^ brilliant, or even difficult pieces, and then it tends to performance in New York durin
complete representation in Americ
narrowness and conceit.
,_
6. There should be a close and harmonious relation lungen Ring.”
Edward Baxter Perry gave le
of music study to all other study. Musical drill should
begin as soon as it is known that the child has a fair fortnight at Northfield, Mass. ; D
amount of musical feeling, and should alternate with ter, Syracuse, Clifton, Havana,
drill in the elements of numbers and language. A girl Batavia, N. Y.
The third of the American
of fourteen should have mastered the inflections in two
languages, one of them her own, and should be able to concerts was given at the Detroit
read and write with some fluency in both; she should J. J. Hahn, director. The comp
know the principles of arithmetic and the exercises in and the selections included his Tr
mental arithmetic ; and she should have mastered the
A viano recital was given at B
early technical work on some musical instrument, not Pa., by Mr. Wm. H. T. Aborn
necessarily the piano. History, literature and the nat¬ Leddie, vocalists, and J. E.
ural sciences should have come into her home reading Scarlatti’s “ Cats ” Fugue and the
and home talk and surroundings, even to the pictures on had places on the programme.
the wall, so naturally that she could never associate
A trio soirfee was given at Ya
them with school tasks. Her tasks should be her music,
Music, Dr. F. L. Ritter, direc
- numbers and language, over and over, every day, in
included Trios by Goldmark and
short, varied, but thorough lessons from the best teach¬
Op. 149, Rheinberger. Messrs.
ers. Such a girl is ready to carry on harmoniously a
and Fritz Bergner, cello, assisted
musical course with a- classical, scientific or literary
Dr. Von Bulow made his de
course of study with great profit on both sides. I regret
the broad line of separation in most of our college cata¬ concert given for the benefit of
logues between the music and art departments and the Culture, on March 27th. He wi
other departments of study. It belittles music and nar¬ in that cily during the first week
rows the study of the other arts and the sciences. For Boston, Philadelphia, Cincinnati
A concert, whose programme
this reason we do not have a conservatory attached to
the- seminary, but we teach music, along witlr other compositions of Hugo Karm, w
studies, never separately, and^whatis more to the\ pur¬ recently. Mr. August Spanuth, t
pose, we try to create a musical atmosphere in order to orchestra assisted. The concert o
develop fine musical feeling and a scholarly spirit in Marlowe,” a string quartet an
those who study music and to cultivate respect for music “ Vineta ” are specially mention
in those who are not musicians. To this efid we use
The fifth concert of the B
our finest anthems and choruses in daily worship rather Concert included in its performa
than fqr exhibition concerts, and aim to give to the and unique feature. It was th
whole school, teachers and pupils, a familiar acquaint¬ Messrs. Josefly and Rosenthal, w
ance with the Best in instrumental music for both piano Variations on a Beethoven Them
and strings. Recitals by eminent musicians are attended Reinecke “ Manfred” Imprompt
by all the students, sometimes with a preparatory study a high pitch at their exquisitely
of the music and the composers-to be presented, and
foreign.
they are always followed by enthusiastic discussion of
Max Bruoh has completed his d
manner and methods, and with an increase of interest
in all forms of intellectual work.—M. Evans, Lake Erie Fiery Cross.”
An opera by Dvorak, “ The Ja
Seminary, Fainesville, Ohio.
in the Bohemian language at Pra
Friendship above all ties does bind the heart, and faith
Mozart’s “ Entfiihring aus de
in friendship is the noblest part.—Lord Orrery.
version, was lately produced at A

of the arduous studies he has made since in his specialty. well as the other parts of the piece. T
Yet I have never heard him mention publicly the wood¬ up for speed' by one or two weeks’ p
chopping episode among his educational advantages.
day, perhaps. This will generally co
A teacher’s professional outfit consists of two main fair degree of speed being secured al
ingredients: First, professional knowledge; second, gen¬ Take a new piece and treat it in the
eral understanding of the world, and of his own position so on.
in it as a part of society. The meeting of the music
In other cases it will be impossib
teachers will add very little to anybody’s actual profess results without a rather lengthy prepa
sional knowledge. The most that can be had from it rhythmic treatment of scales and arpe
will be here and there a hint, the value of which will be Mason’s system. -This I will here ex
impaired by the multiplicity of the hints offered in so so simple that any teacher can app
short time, and the difficulty of remembering the par- material already within reach, witho
ticular thing among the many things one hears best worth new books whatever.
knowing. This, however, will not be the main ad vanWe will suppose a pupil of ten or
tage of attending the Association. That will be found or nearly so. As soon as the fingerin
in seeing many eminent musicians, hearing some of them been explained, and she has played a
play and sing, and others read papers. The debates, with each hand separately, for the sak
moreover; which often bring out good points, and the we give them, one with each hand sepa
quickening influence of feeling one’s self as a part of a together, one octave for rhythmic tre
profession containing so many members of ability and instance, the scale of G. Play it,
position, are to be taken into account. The music one tone to each count, accenting at the c
hears, when one has had few opportunities of hearing vigorously, but without hardness, an
music, is not to be despised. But in general, the attend- the legato. Stop when the count “ o
ing such a meeting as this belongs in the category of lower note, which in this case will be
“transcendent utilities,” that is, utilities operative in the octave. Then count “three,” a
the imagination and the more spiritualjjualities of mind, before. Then count “ fourthen “ s
but not measurable in the outer or so-called “practical^ then “twelve.”
The further apar
part of one’s professional equipment. To fake an illus- "Stronger must the accentuation becom
tration, consider the case of attendance upon a series of out hardness, stiffness,*or breaking th
religious meetings. To those not “in the swim,” a series now gone through all kinds of measu
of religious meetings appears like a form of dissipation, a unit.
and so it sometimes is. But to those who attend in the
Changing the scale, if not alread
proper spirit, the occasion appears like a general freshen¬
freshen- twice as the hand became familiar wi
ing of the interest in a subject too apt to be crowded out ning (in order to afford the hand a
by worldly cares. To others, again, the meetings may be
be as possible in habituating itself to th
the epoch of a new birth, when, for the first time, the and white finger-keys for each tonic
emotions of the spiritual world become operative upon go through all the kinds of measure
life and character. The convert returns home from the each count. This gives rise to rhythm
meeting a changed person ; the entire bearings of life and 24s, with two tones to each uni
have been reversed, and. the burdens of life are hence- be carried out to its finish, or until

wanting in professional ambition. You will then be not an exception to the
able to establish a standard for graduation, a standard are apt to fall into a sor
for admission to your membership, and in a general-way^ -whereby their work upo
exercise a good deal of healthy influence upon the mu¬ much more imperfect th
sical growth of the town you live in.
practical work, in turn
reason of not having bee
I think this about covers the case.
“Fob along time I have been receiving pupils who for the truth desired to
have never been taught anything as to positions of the conceptions of artistic re
hand, proper movements of fingers, or touch, always as the result of experie
playing from the wrist and staccato. Perhaps they can
crepancy between theory
read well and play without difficulty, in their way, pieces
in the third grade. Would you put them into Mason’s
advanced method, or give studies with exercises and
CLAS
scales?”
S. M. R.
1. Will you kindly ex
In cases of this kind the first thing to do is to torm a
Class lessons, say a clas
habit of legato playing with a pure finger touch. Opin¬ take the same technical e
ions differ as to the best way of doing this, when a habit where one has the use
of staccato playing has been confirmed. I think myself same things together, or
of the lesson devoted to
that two exercises are to be relied on ’for the earlier
Please explain all abo
parts of the work, until the pupil reaches the point where can learn as much in a c
scales can be practiced correctly, for at first they will goaa
2. In grading pupils
on playing scales staccato in spite of all that you can do, them separately in Tec
unless you make them play very slowly indeed, and count would I go about it? T
and answers, like public
at least two to' every note.
how far advanced they
The ingredients missing in their outfits are two: the stumbling and playing ca
inner one. of tone^conception, and the external one of every single mistake, as
muscular Bensation. The inner one is that of failing to never get any grade at al
plan for grading, and sh
think the tones as sustained and as joineSHp other tones. month with their grades
The ear must be. cultivated to the correct manner of arranging them. Woul
thinking tones. This can best be done by making them lesson grade and their cl
I hope I have made m
sing little phrases, at first legato, then staccato, then
legato again, until the sense of tone-connection is formed anxious to do everythin
my classes.
in the mind, and can be carried out with the voice. As
1. It is the essence of
soon as-this can be done with the voice (which will gen¬
erally be within two or three lessons ofjbalf an hour have the same lesson.
■“each, not too far apart), the same principle is to be 'should all play the same
applied to the practice, and legato is to be done with the more class-like to have
fingers. The tones must be heard to sing, their connec¬ pnpils play the same ex
tion and disconnection being realized by the player the class at all, but only a
same when done with the fingers as when done with the lessons, amounting to fi
voice.
are four in a class.
In connection with this practice, addressed to-the
fit would not do at all
inner Bense of tone-conception, there is. to be an educa¬ upon two different piano

fa to fa, etc.

They are not used now in their pure form.
W. S. B. M.

Ques.—Will
yuES.—
Wilt you please tell me why the terms Major
and Minor can be applied to seconds, thirds, sixths and
Qnrl nnf tn
Jt n nnil
sevenths, and
not to primes, octaves, fourths
and fifths f
S.
Ans.—All terminology is essentially conventional in
its character. The limitation of the term perfect to
unisons, octaves, fourths and fifths, is a very old one,
based upon the observation that while there is only one
kind of octave, fifth, etc., that sounds well, there are
two thirds, two sixths, that sound almost equally well,
and two seconds, two sevenths, etc., that sound almost
equally badly. Weitzrnann, however following Gottfried Weber and many others, apply maj’or and minor
indiscriminately to all denominations of intervals. It
simplifies the terminology, but banishes the old distinc¬
tion. I do not see that it is any material improvement.
W. S. B. M.
Ques.—What is a scale ?
I do not find it possible to answer this question briefly,

finally became enormously com
What they did not do, so far a
harmony. There is no evidence
J

major chord, still less that the
.1
T.
polyphony.

Ques.—Will you kindly ans
following questions to a young
have learned more real things o
through The Etude than from h
1st. Would it be wrong to adv
the forms of broken chords a
dominant seventh and diminish
first with the same fingering b
different classes, regarding fing
2d. What is the theoretical e
going from melody notes in the
the.base?
Can a C sharp and D flat
the striking of that key the seco
) .
Ans. 1.—It might not be wro
not be a very good way, unles
merely for the sake of making

and at the same time intelligibly, to a-child. It will be
necessary to begin back and approach the denouement
logically. I propose' the—following catechism: Pray
tell me whether you think it plain.
.
*
, .
- ,
Ans.—A scale is a series of tones, one octave, or
several octaves, ascending by regular definite intervals,
or descending by steps or half-steps from a principal
tone called a key-note.
Ques.—What are the principal kinds of scales ?
Ans.—Diatonic and Chromatic.
Ques.—What is a Chromatic scale ?
_
Ans.—A chromatic scale is one that ascends or

entire list of chords-and appegg
continuing them long enough to
ing. All kinds of passage-prac
two ends in view: First, fam
.
.
.
passage formulas and modes of
furnish them with-practicable a
and to form a habit of fingerin
convenient way. The first en
the mode of teaching you ment
be hindered, because, as a mat
not generally fingered in this w
2. - There is no theoretical e

descends by half-steps. It is produced by playing all
the keys of the piano in succession, not omitting any,
black or white.
Ques.—How many Chromatic Scales are there?
Ans.-—As many as one chooses to play.
But they are

necting melody notes in one ha
those upon the other. It is me
directing the reader’s eye to
which might otherwise be over
3. C sharp and D flat c

all composed of the very same sounds. The only differ- “prevent striking of that ke
ences are in the manner of writing and naming, them, judge pupils by the specimens
and beginning upon a different tone.
can be enharmonically change
W. S. B. M,
peating it, simply by changing

This beautiful lyric affords one of the best possible introducti
companiment divided between the two hands.

In addition to the usual conditions of accuracy as reg-ards the
technic, there are certain restrictions which must be observed in

special restrictions are, 1. that the melody be played perfectly legr
the last of the phrase, exactly as indicated in the notes. 2. that

ted before the melody note, which it helps to accompany. In this

ened, whereas the common effect is the opposite one, the melody

while the accompaniment notes are lengthened. This way of pe

out the last of the,four sixteenth notes into quite undesirable p

well to practice it a few times, each hand playing the notes tha
a choral.

In this performance the hand must be balanced in su

onderate, and possess a melodic qualify of tone. Both hands mu
^
*
*
left hand before the right, as is the bad habit of many in chord

as far as the judgement of the teacher may find necessary in ea

The pupil must learn that there is only one way in which a ly
.*»

*

on the piano, and that is to play the melody exactly legato, and k

a) The note B is taken with right hand, also the B in the nex

Matthews Phrasing II-3.
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Mill Wheel's Sons;
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rit.

6) The Eb in this and like measures should, owing to its b
accent.

Great Italian Composers, Ferris....Appleton.
Music and Morals, Haweis, Part II.Harper.
“ Great Musician Series,” Ed. by Dr. Hueffer.
-*—>
Scribner.
Correspondence of Wagner and Liszt....Scribner.
Correspondence of Zelter and Goethe..Bohn Library.
Recent Music and Musicians, Moscheles..Holt.
Life of Mendelssohn, Lampadius ..Ditson.
Memoir of Mendelssohn. Hiller...J. Church.
Correspondence of Mendelssohn and Moscheles.
Roberts Bros.
Life of Chopin, Liszt.....Ditson.
Life of Chopin, KarasouskiS.Church.
Life of Liszt..Ramann.
Life of Verdi, Ponjuis.
Scribner.
Life of Robt. Franz, Osterwald.....German.

The good teacher must have u
never, even under the most pro
allow himself to become impatie
the pupil peevish and fretful, and t
ure; but, on the other hand, the
teacher is patient and trying to ki
difficulties, will restrain his disco
his best. Show an active sympath
est endeavors, even if they sho
mistakes than in acceptable result
is at ease, is an absolute necessi
therefore it is necessary for the
control, and not only keep himsel
must keep his pupil cheerful and h
ested in the pupil’s best progress,
spite of himself.

theory.
Richter’THarmony.
Schirmer.
Richter’s Counterpoint. Schirmer.
Stainer’s Harmony.Novello.
Emery, Elements of Harmony.Schmidt.
Bridge’s Counterpoint and Canon......Novello.
Bussler’s Musical Form......Schirmer.
Berlioz’s Instrumentation..Novello.
Stainer’s Composition.
Novello.
OuSeley’s Musical Form...Oxford Un. Press.
PauePs Musical Forms...Novello.
Fillmore’s New Lessons in Harmony.........Presser.
Wieck’s Piano and Song....Ditson.
Riemann’s Nature of Harmony.Presser.
Scientific Basis of Music, Stone.Novello.

The child, if a young beginne
dreamed of, his first music lesson.
is concentrated into this hour, an
to you expecting at once to rea
teacher must be tender and co
although he is careful to make ri
study of music and lay a true fo
method of study and practice, it
win the child’s regard and friends
be put at ease ana feel that his
that will lead and not drive. Th
that good teaching is in getting
self, therefore lead the pupil to he
yonr guidance.

technics.
\
Kullak’s “ Art of Touch,”,.....Schirmer.
Germer’s Piano Technics ..
..Schuberth.
Christiani’s Piano-playing..Harper.
M. Lussy’s Musical Expression....Novello.
Klecznyski’s How to Play Chopin.

Impress on the pupil that to lea
stand the new ideas and parts o
with feeling and expression, is th
and study, and the amount that h
the zeal and interest with whic
above.

ESTHETICS.
Mathews’ “How to Understand Music.”
Pauer’s Elements of the Beautiful in Music.
Elterlein’s Beethoven’s Sonatas.
Grove’s Beethoven’s Symphonies..G. H. Ellis.
Burlingame’s “ Wagner’s Art Life and Theories.”
H. Holt.
CRITICISM.
Ehlert’s “ Frofii the Tone World ”,.Schuberth.
Schumann’s “ Music and Musicians.”
Suite, by Hauslick (in German).
Melodie et Harmome, St. Saens...........French.

Do not allow a pnpil to think h
age in ability; do not- indulge in
Point out a way for the pupil to i
culties in a way that will lead the
self, for remember that the am
interest go hand in hand. Sugg
wish the pnpil to discover and k
for himself, never explaining wh
himself, to do so robs him of
mental cultivation. Emerson h
this truth ad follows: “It is a
something; it is a high benefit to
what of myself.”

helps,him sell organs as he gives a “term of lessons
free” to every purchaser. These pupils don’t want to machine.
A writer in a recent number
change teachers when the term is up, so they “ persuade ” that a person with “a thorough
him to keep right on with them until they “ graduate ” or
no previous musical training
get married, many of them becoming teachers(?) them¬
selves. He doesn’t confine himself to organ teaching, teaching music as the life-long pia
no general education.”
as piano pupils apply, since he always “gives tunes'5
Another reason. Any profession
even to beginners—and of course “ the organ is just like
must be followed, as a rule, by “
the piano, only you have to pump the organ.” ' He gets
a room in some second or third class city and is soon arly” men and women. We sho
very popular (his twin teaches in some first-class city at of everything” is the popular feel
If an architect is to erect a
thirty-three cents a lesson and street car fare).
Mr. B is a teacher in the same town, but his pupils structure, he must have good mat
“don’t get along fast,” and have to practice such “ugly we are to have thorough, well-tra
exercises” that he is not popular. He has a few talented have thorough, systematic men a
and faithful pupils of whom he is justly proud. From to make them. The value of mu
one of these, a pupil of “ Prof. A” hears something about eral culture, whether one does or d
a “ correct position of the hand,” “touch,” “legato and the profession, should be brought
staccato, ” “ phrasing ’ ’ etc. With a wise and condescend¬ as often as possible.
As to the special culture nec
ing look, her “ Prof.” informs her that these things “ will
come of themselves.” This “ Professor” never attends will simply quote the last part
teachers associations, as no one can teach him anything, above mentioned, viz., that we sh
and he doesn’t propose giving away his valuable knowl¬ of something.”
Imagine a teacher of music, in
edge and experience. Or he maybe kept so busy that
intelligent merchant, farmer or an
he “can never attend anything of that kind.”
Miss C has taken “two quarters,” and of course can a musician, being asked, “Do you
and the stammering “No,” acc
“ show beginners.”
•
Miss D*s parents judge from the amount of money look which says plainly “never
spent on “her music” that she “is certainly competent A’ this raise the individual or the p
tion of the questioner ? and yet
At any rate, “ she must make some of it back.”
Mr. E is really a good musician and knows how to unheard of from a person who re
teach, but it is so- much easier and more profitable to the popular magazines. The te
give the people what will “take” in performing and “ Beth-ov-en and Back,” and
teaching that he cannot resist- the temptation. JC^s F seventeen hours a day, for a wee
has a teacher of acknowledged, ability.
She teaches music, to impress his wonderful
lady of education and refinement
cheaper than he, and gets pupils on his reputation.
Miss G is quite ydung, but begs for pupils “ with tears aim.
However, in our efforts to elev
in her eyes,” which cannot be withstood, although parents
the
art and profession,“we must
know she is not competent.
Miss J is employed because the child “ likes her,” and the fisherman of whom Talmage
bo on, ad infinitubi. All these, the most thorough mu some time with no success, he th
sician must greet-as brothers and sisters in the pro water with the exclamation ‘ ‘ bite
fession, of be accused of egotism or jealousy, or both munities are like individuals, su
That these cases are not wholly imaginary may be shown dices and other human weakness
by the facts brought out in the paper read by Mr. E. M, they may also be wonderfully ch
Bowman at the last meeting of the National Association. patience, perseverance and wisd
Only a reference to this paper is, I trust, necessary. plishing this, I trust, will be broug
“ A little learning is a dange
The fact that ninety-five per cent of the piano teaching in
Drink deep, or taste not the
onf country is wojse than useless, so far as correct play¬
There, little draught Intoxi
ing is concerned, makes me conclude there is something
And drinking largely sober
It is certainly true that people
. 'Extracts from a lecture delivered at Kansas Music Teachers
Association.
.
selves and hold to their preconc

postal card will contain more than what is included in
the above letter.
Here are a few things that all teachers should observe :
1. Don’t forget to give State address.
-—2. Don’t forget to give author and opus of piece.
3. Don’t forget to mention that the money enclosed is
for goods bought or to be sent. “ Enclosed find $1.50
for Fillmore’s Pianoforte Music,” may mean to pay for
one already sent or one to be sent.
4. Don’t forget to write order for music on a separate
sheet, with name and address attached to it.
5. Don’t forget to write name and address on return
package.
6. Don’t forget that the cheap editions (Peters’,
Litolff, etc.,) are never sent on sale.
7. Don’t forget that foreign fingered music is under¬
stood. If you want American fingered music, it will
have to be so stated.
8. DoAt forget to give number when ordering cheap
editions. <
9. Don’t forget to make a paragraph of each thing
you order.
10. Don’t forget to be explicit. “Send me another
of the Bame you sent last time,” is not enough,
11. Don’t forget that music returned from distant
points is cheaper by mail than express. If over four
pounds, two packages can be made of it.
12. Don’t forget to prepay all charges on return music.
13. Don’t forget to sign your name.
The delay in issuing Mathews’ Phrasing,JEol. II, and
Strelezki Studies, Vol I, is unavoidable. The engraver
has had all the matter in hand for six weeks, but owing
to a rush of work he is unable to finish the plates as soon
as expected. They are. now, however, about all finished
and will be in the printer’s hands about the time this issue
is ready. We will positively promise to fill all orders
before the last of this month-. Had we been willing to
allow inferior workmanship the works would have long
ago been op the market.- We ask the indulgence of our
patrons only a little while longer. In the meantime we
we will hbla the special, offer open until May 1st. The
offer is to send the Phrasing for 60 cents and the Stre¬
lezki Studies for 26 cents, if cash accompanies the order.
Many hundreds of orders have been received, and it is a
quite safe investment, as these works are very useful in
general teaching.

Mt. V
I have just received the S
Taiuly a valuable collection
purposes. Not only are the
the editing is well and care
so clear and binding so tasty
of beauty.” I will use it
“ Peters Album.” Besp. Y

Your elegant new “ Sona
It will be a delight to every
the posession of the choices
small degree of difficulty is
average ability, while its
editing commend it to critica
G. W

The Sonatina Album recei
which will be of great assist
in the careful analysis of th
of same. I am very glad
hands of some of my pupils
Very truly yours,
Northfield Seminary, Nortbf

Your Sonatina Album is
than pleased with it. As
clearness of print and app
superior to anything of th
Please send me two more co
Yours trul
Director of Mu
Appleton, Wis., March^lS

The Sonatina Album is a
attractive one in all the deta
contents are musically of su
the work off quite distinctl
collections of music.
Very truly yours,

Lawrence, Kansas, March

Northwestern Con
Charles H. Morse, Dir

I have examined Howe’s
The Sonatina Album has, as we anticipated, proved a
wonderful success. It is the finest collection of teaching much interest, and -am pl
pieces ever published in, one volume, either in this practical and useful. It wil
country or Europe. We expect to see it used instead of and pupil, I am, very truly
the Kohler’s Sonatina Album in Peters’ editib^^whicli is

JUHE physical changes or developments
in the anatomical mechanism neces¬
sitated by the technical demands of piano
playing, and for the production of which
so much monotonous exercise at the key¬
board is necessary, can now be attained
in a more economical manner, by means
of the Technicon, a scientific Hand Gym¬
nasium, founded upon physiological prin¬
ciples, involving results of the greatest
importance to piano teachers.
The profligate expenditure of time (as
compared with results obtained) on tech¬
nical exercises at the piano, as also the
severe wear and tear upon the” nerves and
upon the piano itself, can now be avoided,
and greater results be rapidly produced
by means of this more direct treatment of
the anatomical details.
*
A specific exercise is provided for each
muscle or set of' muscles involved in
piano playing, and in going through this

PRICES.—In Black Walnut^ $22.50.

In Mahogany, $2

N. B.—Important Work for Pianists.—The mechanism of the hand and
muscles are brought into action for each particular movement of the arm, wr
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the k

CORRESPONDENCE

J. BROTHERHOOD, Ho. 6 We

Agents for England, ATTGHNBR & CO., 86 Newgate St., London, E

PRICE $3.00
For Sale at the

Philad’a Musical Academy,
1617

J.

SraXTCE STREET,
PEILAD&LFEIA, PA

touch, to create an independence
custom fingers and- hands alike to
tion in all major and minor keys
mind as well as the fingers.

Adyice to Young Students o

By ALBERT W. B

PRICK, 10 Ct

Some good advice for every one s

WHAT SHALL W

By CARL REINEC

price, aa oto

MUSICAL

ALLEG

Letters from a renowned musician a

H
DO. NHTURE-fGF-f
By Db. HUGO BIEM

Instruction and Pleasure Combined.
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.

This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Foil directions, with
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests,
keyB, Ac., accompany, the game.
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ; Yiojin, or any other instru¬
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; in fact-,,all
who are interested in music, need this charming, game.
"
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
The names of the notes...
The various keys In which music is written.
The different kinds of time.
Practice in musical fractions.
“
The easiest way to learn to read music,
_
You learn, while playing an interesting game.
It is readily learned, even by children.
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games.
A splendid game for evening pasties.
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game.
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not
musicians themselves.
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike.
Those intending to study music will .find it to their advantage to play
this game a while before beginning lessons

Price, 50 Cents.
Address Publisher;

THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street^Philadelphia, Pa.

(Second Edition.)

An exposition of some modern ide

METHOD OF

By C. A. MACOR

Among.the many topics treated, i
are**On a good touch,’? Repose in p
in playing,” etc., etc. Pric^lG o^

FOB

MUSIC TEA

By E. M. SEFT
Price, ■ -

-

S

?ae book contains everything
of Music Teachers;' Index; Daily
for each pnpil; Cash Account, Bill
Address publisher,

THEO. PRES

1704 Cfew

1208

Asra Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia.

Price, in Boards,
Price, in Cloth, -

THE

HENRY F. MILLER
“Classic

'IANOS
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’
PIANO COMPANY.
BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA.

■.

FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN.
(With extra Violin part in s

Contains compositions by th
absolutely unequaled merit

Th

acceptable for concert perform
pastime.

The separate violin

formers of the discomfort of p

Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass.
ESTABLISESB 1879.

WERNER’S VOICE.
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voicft in all its Phases.
A Practical Guide for the Restoring, the Culti¬
vating and the Preserving of the Voice.

zvm sorazz and ivzby tzaohzs -or sinaiua

should havz is

Werner’s Voice for 1880 will be Better and Brighter
more Complete and more Practical, Larger in Size and
Larger in Circulation, with Increased Capital and
Enlarged Scope, and with Greater. Attention to Analy¬
sis ana Criticism.

$L50 A YEAR 15 CTS. A NUMBER.
%

v Mention Thk Enmx, and Bend for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy
Address the Editor and Proprietor,

EDGAR S. WERNER,
. No; 148 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK.

Issued in the same carefol and
Classics.”
CONTEN
ANDANTE AND MARCH.
ANGEL’S SERENADE...
AYE MARIA.
CONFIDENCE...
GIP8EYDANCE
JNTERMEZZO
MEDITATION.:....
MENUETT..
MENUETTO.,....v.........
MENUETTO...
NIGHT SONG.... .........
NOCTURNE.,,,.....
PAVANE, LA.
PIZZICATI (Sylvia).
PRIEBE,-: LA...‘
REVERIE:...
romance...
ROMANCE.
ROMANZA...
SERENADE....
SERENADE
SERENADE...
SEBENATA.,.ii....M
SPRING’S AWAKENING..
TBAUMERIE,.^......

Price, in Boards, including sep
“ 41 Cloth,
“

FOR SALE AT ALL M

900.
901.
902.

Tapper, Thomas, Jr. As the Poet
Sits by the Fireside. Grade IV...
Tapper, Thomas, Jr. In the Twi¬
light. Grade IV.....
Tapper, Thomas, Jr. Gavotte.
Grade IV...
The set of pieces is called “From My Sketch'Book.”
They are highly characteristic—Mr Tapper is strik¬
ingly original in all his work, and in this set he has
put forth his best effort. Those who desire music by
American composers will find these pieces good rep¬
resentatives, Many are giving concerts made up
solely of music bv American writers. This is com¬
mendable. Nothing will do more to encourage native
talent than this. All the pieces of this and the fol¬
lowing set are excellent for public performance.

BY

-

Price 75 Cents in Paper; si.oo in Boar

A work of the greatest importance to Btude
mony and the pianoforte. There is no oth
this kind in our language, and we are sure
' occupy a distinguished place in our system
education. It takes the pupil-over the whole
harmony. All the rules are. covered in exerc
most varied kind, to be played at the pianofor
good preparation for the art of composition an
sation, calculated to incite the student to m
duction. The work will help greatly to fa
young musician’s difficult test regarding th
study of harmony.
THEO. PRESSER,

903.

Clark, Helen A.
Certainty,
Grade IV.......

SO.

904,

Clark, Helen A. Idleness.
Grade III...

25

905.

Clark, Helen A. Unrest.
Grade IV.........

15}

Clark, Helen, A. Out Seeking.
Grade IV....

25

Clark, Helen A. -Joyous Hope.
Grade IV...■...i....

30

Clark, Helen A.

90

906.
907.
908.

Complete....

SB. 9*. I.. BITTED.

Publisher,

1704 Chestnu

‘

DACTYLIOIS
FOB PIANO STUDENTS.

A new invention of great practical value and real benef
Player.

This set forms what is called “Ideal Pictures,”
(Musterhilder). A set or suite of exquisite tone pic¬
tures in the Schumann type, and well worthy of the
attention of all lovers of refined art.

Bach, J. S. Gavotte and Bourse
in G. Grade V.......
Two attractive and instructive little pieces.
edited by Franc Elullak.

Wall

Bachman, G. Lea Sylphes* ,
Vais©. Grade III.....
This piece has grown immensely popular, princi¬
pally on account of the oasy, graceful movement. It
has no “catchy” places, and will give pleasure to
those not highly developed in muBlc.
P"

Godard, B.
Grade

Op. 88.

To
To
To
To
To

An - Matin.

V,«.i

Godard has become deservedly fashionable with
planistB. He is a strong writer in all styles of compo¬
sition. Although, a viounistthis reputation is based
on his piano compositions and songs. Au Matin is
perhaps one of his best efforts. '

I

strengthen the Angers.
improve the touch.
ensure flexibility land rapidity.
give correct position of the hand.
save time ana a vast amount of la

Price $3.50, Net.

UnqualifietLendorsement of leading artists and teachers
I are 8. B. Mills, Dr. Louib Maas, Madams Bivx-KiNO,
j beck, Oabltlr Prtbrsilra, etc., etc.
I
Sendfor circular giving detailed information.

Address THEODORS PB

Why8 and Wherefores in Music,. 2
Practical Harmony, Bitter. 2
“ I’ll Sing you a Little Song ’ ’ (engraving), 2
New Lessons in Harmony,...
3
Music Folio and Boll........
3
Instruction Book, Piano or Organ,. 3
Piano Teaching, LeConppey,. 3
Speagler’s Technic,.
3
Lessons in Musical History, Fillmore,. 4
Musical Study at Home, Harvey,. 4
Etude, one year............ 4
Pianoforte Music, Fillmore,.. 4
How to Understand Music, either vol¬
ume, Mathews,.
6
Dactylion.....
7
Album of- Photographs of Great Masters, 8
Maelzel Metronome (by express), ..10
Teehnieon (by express)....26
Five-octave Practice-Clavier (by express), 60
Seveh-oct&ve
44
“
60

44
44
“
“
44
44
“
“
44
44
44
44
44
“
44

“I like the card; think it is entirel
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89. ,

Price, 50 cents for a Pack

TOR SALK B

The Hoot & Son’s
CHICAGO,

And THEO. PRESSER, 170

PHILADELPH

American Anth

NO- S

By J. F. Ki
u
««

GRAND PREMIUM.

FRIGHT PIANO.

and we guarantee it to be in eon
rior to any other anthem book n
of America. Sample Copy, by
by express, #9.00.

BARTLETT'S MALE QU

By M. L. BAR

A collection of new Sacred an
The publisher will Bend a new upright piano
book of Gems. Singing Clubs
to the party sending the largest number of it. Single copy, by mail, 76 c
subscribers between December 15th, 1888, and press, $7.50.

June 15th, 1889.
1. Hames of those who desire to try for this
“premium must be recorded, and mention made
LA FAYETT
each time subscriptions are sent in, so that proper
credit can be given.
u
2 The regular prejnimns. will also be given to
those competing for the Grand premium. The
Grand premium is considered an extra premium DRAMATIC CANTATA
for the one-sending in the largest number of
—BY—
Subscribers.
‘
‘
ALBERT W.
PMC®, 81
ADDRESS PUBLISHER, -

THE ECHO M

MRS. SPE

THEODORE PRESSER,

44 The Operetta is as bright m
literary construction.”—Liverpo
London, Novbllo

1704 CHESTNUT ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

& Co.

Philadelph

